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ABSTRACT

In PNA (pulsed neutron activation) it is important that the measured data can be related to the
total mass flow. In this thesis two fundamental problems of the measurement technique and data
treatment have been investigated: tramport/mixing and background radiation.

The principle of PNA is to introduce a radioactive substance into a pipe by bombarding fluid in
the pipe with neutron pulses- The fluid in the pipe is activated and subsequently transported and
mixed with he flow. Gamma radiation emitted from the activity is measured with oe or two
detectors downstream from the activation point. The time-resolved signal from the detectors is
used to calculate the average velocity of the water flow.

Due to the short distance between the neutron generator and the pipe the ctivity in the pipe
becomes highly inhornogeneous. The transport and mixing of the activity were simulated using
colour which was injected into the flow. It was found that the inhomogeneous activity distribution
must be taken into account if the precision of the measurements is to b improved.

The shape of the background in PNA affects the shape and position of the time spectrum. The
nature of the background has been determined using one detector upstream and ne downstream

of the neutron generator. The background was shown to be caused by 6N. A method that sub-
tracts the background from the PNA time spectrum was also developed.

Keywords: PNA, pulsed neutron activation, water flow, flow measurement, pipe

flow
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DEVELOPMENTS IN PULSED NEUTRON ACTIVATION FOR DETERMINATION
OF WATER FLOW IN PIPES

HAKAN MATTSSON
Department of Reactor Physics
Chalmers University of Technology

Abstract

In PNA. (pulsed neutron activation) it is important that the measured data can be related to the total
mass flow. In this thesis two fundamental problems of the measurement technique and data treat-
ment hve been investigated: transport/mixing and background radiation.

The principle of PNA is to introduce a radioactive substance into a pipe by bombarding fluid in the
pipe with neutron pulses. The fluid in the pipe is activated and subsequently transported and mixed
with the flow. Gamma radiation emitted from the activity is measured with one or two detectors
downstream from the activation point. The time-resolved signal from the detectors is used to calcu-
late the average velocity of the water flow.

Due to the short distance between the neutron generator and the pipe the activity in the pipe
becomes highly inhomogeneous. The transport and mixing of the activity were simulated using col-
our which was injected into the flow. It was found that the inhomogeneous activity distribution must
be taken into account if the precision of the measurements is to be improved.

The shape of the background in PNA affects the shape and position of the time spectrum. The nature
of the background has been determined using one detector upstream and one downstream of the neu-
tron generator. The background was shown to be caused by 6N. A method that subtracts the back-
ground from the PNA time spectrum was also developed.

Keywords: PNA, pulsed neutron activation, water flow, flow measurement, pipe flow
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1. Introduction

Flow measurement has a long history and there are many situations where a correct measurement of
gas and liquid flow is important. To get an accurate measure of a plant's environmental impact, it is
important to monitor the waste water or emission of gaseous pollutants. In the food and medical
industry it is essential to monitor the flow accurately to get a correct composition of the final prod-
uct. Another example can be taken from the energy industry where the amount of energy transported
to the customers, often in the form of thermal energy, must be measured correctly. In the water sup-
ply industry, measurement of the amount of water that is transported to the customers is of interest.
In many households flowmeters measure the used amount of water.
As these examples show, the measurement situations are vastly different. Many different types of
flowmeters have therefore been developed, each with its characteristics and area of use.

2. Principle and aim

The (local) velocity of a fluid can be determined by measuring the time it takes for an object in the
flow to be transported a certain distance. This is easy to achieve in an open stream, but for pipe flow
another approach must be used. In pipes, any foreign substance must somehow be introduced
through the pipe wall and then the substance must be measurable at some distance downstream. The
introduced substance can be colour for transparent pipes or a radioactive substance for opaque pipes.
Both these so-called tracer techniques require a hole through which the substance can be introduced
which in turn limits the measurement to a certain location of the pipe. The PNA (Pulsed Neutron
Activation) technique presented in this work is an attempt to develop a flowmeter without this limi-
tation.

Similar to the tracer techniques, the PNA flowmeter introduces a radioactive substance into the pipe.
The difference is that the activity is created by bombarding the fluid in the pipe with neutrons. As
the neutrons can easily pass the pipe wall, there is no need for a hole in the pipe. The technique
requires that the substance in the pipe can be activated by neutrons and that the produced activity
emits gamma radiation of a suitable energy. In this work oxygen was used for activation and since
this is a fairly common element (e.g. water) this is not a severe limitation. It also emits high-ener-
getic potons that can easily be measured with a gamma detector outside the pipe. The time-
resolved signal in one or two detectors downstream from the activation point is used to calculate the
average velocity of the water flow.

The principle of the PNA technique is summarised in Figure 1. As can be seen the procedure can be
divided. into four sections: activation of the water, transport of the activity, detection of the gamma
radiation and analysis of the time spectrum. The presentation of the PNA technique will follow the
same division (Section 47).

The aim of this thesis is to address two fundamental problems of the measurement technique and
data treatment: transport/mixing (Article I part 2 in Figure 1) and background (Article II part 4 in
Figure 1). Previous work has shown that it is difficult to extract the flow velocity from the experi-
mental data with a high degree of precision. It is therefore important to investigate how the meas-
ured data reflect the transport of activity and how this transport can be related to the total mass flow.
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Figure 1: The four stages of a PNA measurement: activation of the water, transport of the activity,

detection of the gamma radiation and analysis of the time spectrum. A indicates the neutron

generator and is the detector.

2. L Potential applications. Advantages and disadvantages.

A large potential for the PNA flowmeter is probably as a way of diversifying flow measurements.
The fact that the equipment is non-intrusive and can be made easily movable makes it suitable for
validation of the calibration of existing meters. It can also be used for intercomparison between
meters.

The potential application is mainly for liquids and slurries containing 16 0 (using the reaction

160(np) 16 N) or some other suitable nuclide. Other possible nuclides have been listed in 2]. For

example, the reaction 2'Na(n (X)20F has been used to measure sodium flow at an experimental
breeder reactor 3,4]. The potential to use PNA for gas measurement is limited due to the low den-
sity of gas, as the low activity would increase the effect of statistical fluctuations in the signal.
Among the advantages of using oxygen, it is worth mentioning the high energy of the photons from

16 N 6.1 MeV), which makes the method insensitive to interferences, as the peaks from the 6N can
easiily be separated from those of other radionuclides. PNA is preferably used for integrated meas-
urements, determining the average velocity of the flow. There seems to be no limitation concerning
temperature and pressure of the fluid.

In the set-up used in this work, one problem arises if the source is placed close to the pipe, as there
will be a strong radial gradient of the activity in the pipe. The effect of this gradient can be reduced
by good mixing in the pipe. Therefore, a possible improvement is to use PNA for two-phase flow, as
the mixing is superior to single-phase water flow. In addition, density measurements of two-phase
flow can also be performed since the induced activity is proportional to the density, e.g. [5-81. How-
ever, even in the case of complete mixing, determination of the velocity is a non-trivial task.

Even for a fully functional flowmeter, there will be other problems. One includes the radiation haz-
ard, which could cause public concern. Therefore, future work should include development of
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appropriate shielding. Another consideration is that some properties of the pipe (inner diameter, wall
material) might affect PNA. Scattering in the pipe wall has been shown to contribute significantly to

the 16 N activity in the water in some cases 9]. Another factor that can affect the PNA measurement
is the velocity profile, which can change with time due to e.g. rusting in the pipe. Knowledge of this
could e important if computer simulations are used.

2.2 Pevious works on PNA meters

PNA for determination of the velocity of fluids, solids and slurries was first suggested in 1972 2].
The two main contributors to PNA have been research groups at ANL (Argonne National Labora-
tory, Argonne, USA) and RPI (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, USA). Their work was mainly
done in the late seventies and early eighties 1976-83). In 1994 a PNA project was started at the
Department of Reactor Physics at Chalmers University of Technology. After a feasibility study [IO],
a number of articles and reports have been made I l- 17], including two licentiate theses [ 1 8, 19] and
one doctoral thesis 20].

The research has progressed along several lines, which may roughly be divided into mathematical
models, computer simulations and experimental investigations. As in many other fields, the devel-
opment of theory and practice has gone hand in hand.

One important partial goal is to interpret the output of the system, the PNA time distribution. Much
of previous work has been focused on this problem, but to be able to interpret the time distribution it
is important to understand its origin. Therefore, the distribution of the activity in the pipe, from the
activation in front of the neutron generator to the detection in front of the detectors must be under-
stood. Several authors 3,9,171 have followed the analysis of Taylor 21, 22] in deriving the distribu-
tion of the activity in the pipe in front of the detector. Taylor's work deals with the distribution of
soluble matter in pipe flow and is described in more detail below (Section 53.).

These odels were used as a starting point to determine the activity distribution with computer sim-
ulations. Some authors made a numerical solution of a partial differential equation, which describes
the flow 9 1 Another approach was used in 23] where random movements of the activated
nuclei were superimposed on the mean velocity of the flow. The results from these simulations were
compared to experimental results and in all three cases the model was reported to fit well with the
experimental results. Unfortunately, none of the models has convincingly shown that they can pre-
dict the mean velocity of the water.

One of the results of the theoretical work was that some weighting function should be used, although
there was some controversy about which one is the correct one 341. Some experimental investiga-
tions were made to settle this question 4 917]. The results pointed in the direction that the </t>
method provides the best results. However, none of the investigated averaging methods was found
to be completely satisfactory, as pointed out in e.g. 9].

PNA hs also been investigated in fusion power research 24-26], where the problem has been the
opposite of the one described in this work. Here the velocity of the water is determined, while the
fusion roblem instead has been to determine the neutron flux. A water pipe passes close to the neu-

tron source and the 16 N activity, measured at some point downstream, can be used to determine the
neutron flux at the activation point.
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3. Piping system and flow calibration

An essential feature of an experimental set-up of PNA is to have a piping system with stable flow. It
was constructed in the initial phase of this project and has been described in earl ter works [II, 17].
The pping system consists of a fluid container, a constant fluid level container (CFLQ a weighing
tank and a recirculation tank (Figure 2. Between the CFLC and the recirculation tank is the meas-
urement section. This is a long, straight part of the pipe, where the target of the neutron generator
and the two detectors are placed. This section of the pipe is in a slightly upward direction to mini-
mise the amount of air bubbles in the pipe. To avoid disturbances, the neutron target was placed
approximately 40 pipe diameters from the closest pipe bend. PVC pipes with an inner diameter of
10.36 cm and wall thickness of 04 cm were used.

During a PNA experiment, the water that has passed the measurement section is recirculated to the
fluid container. By switching a valve, the water can also go into the weighing tank, where the refer-
ence mass flow can be determined. The water tank is placed on three piezoelectric scales, one under
each leg of the tank. The weight of the water is measured separately with the scales, and the time is
measured simultaneously with a quartz crystal timer. The reference flow can in this way be deter-
mined with an accuracy of better than 0.5%. The maximum velocity of the flow system is approxi-
mately 0.5 m/s [ 7.

After recirculation through the fluid container, the water flows into the CFLC were the water is kept
at constant level through an overflow mechanism. The purpose was to use gravity as the driving
force of the flow, making the flow as stable as possible.
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Figure 2: Schematic figure of the piping system. The neutron generator and the detector
positions are indicated.
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4. Part /: Activation

4. 1. The neutron generator

The activation of the water in the pipe is done by neutron activation of oxygen. The neutrons were
produced by a neutron generator J400, SAMES, France) (Figure 3, where the target was situated
close to the pipe wall.

The neutron -enerator consists of an ion source, an accelerator tube and a target. Deuterium ions areZ:�
injected into the accelerator tube and accelerated along the accelerator tube using a 300 kV voltage.

The maximum ion current is I rnA. The 3H(2 Hn)4 He reaction used in this work yields 14.1 MeV
neutrons, which are, due to the comparatively low acceleration voltage, emitted almost isotropically.
The ion source can be run in either continuous or pulsed mode, where pulse lengths down to 0. I ms
are possible. In this work only the pulsed mode was used, with pulse lengths of 0 I s. The output of

14.1 MeV neutrons from the neutron generator is up to approximately IO' n/s, thus approximately

1010 neutrons per pulse.

One application for PNA is to measure pipe flow at different locations and in this context a station-
ary neutron generator is not very useful. A portable neutron generator has recently been purchased
to the Department for use in the PNA project. It works on the same principles as the stationary neu-

tron generator, although the neutron yield is lower, approximately 109 n/s. The performance of this
generator w'II be nvestigated in future work.

A cylindrical plastic scintillation (Pilot B) detector with dimensions 254*2.54 cm (diameter*length)
was placed above the target of the neutron generator and was used to monitor the output of the neu-
tron generator.

1) Neutron target
2) Travelling wave
3) High voltage generator
4) Accelerating tube

n 5) Ion source
6) Capacitor

Figure 3 The neutron generator

4.2. Nuclear reaction

The neutrons from the neutron generator activate the water in the pipe through the 16 O(np) 16 N reac-

tion, resulting in the radioactive nuclide 16 N, which has a half-life of 713 s 27]. For 14 MeV neu-
trons the cross section is between 30 and 50 rnh 28] but the reaction has a threshold energy of
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approximately 10 MeV (Figure 4. This relatively high threshold energy reduces the contribution of

scattered neutrons to the activation. As it decays, 6N will emit mainly 61 MeV 68.8%) and 71
MeV (4.7%) photons. The main characteristics of the activation process are summarised in Table .

IE-02

H -M.1 =U WdIM

IE101

I
2 6 8 10 12 A

E-01 'O 4.W � s-Son

1 E-.2 .-P)
b

1E-03

I E-N

Na&w w-W (M-)

Figure 4 Cross section of the 160(np) 6N reaction compared to the total cross sections of hydrogen and
oxygen. Data from 301.

Table 1: Main features of 16N and the 16 0(np)16N reaction.

Gamma energies 27] 1.755 MeV (O IO%)
2.741 MeV 0.89%)
6.129 MeV 68.8%)
7.115 MeV 4.7%)

Half-life 27] 7.13 s.
Threshold energy for (np) reaction 28]1 -lOMeV
Cross section at 14 MeV 28] 30-50 mb

4.3 Ativation set-up

As was mentioned above, the neutron target emits neutrons isotropically. Therefore not only water
in front of the target is activated, but also water both upstream and downstream of this point. The

average concentration of 16N in a cross-section of the pipe was calculated with Monte Carlo at dif-
ferent axial positions (Figure 5). It was found that for the set-up in the experiments the FWHM of
the axial distribution was cm and that the activity 30 cm from the activation point is less than
0 I%. As not all of the activity is transported the same distance, determination of the average trans-
port time becomes more complicated.
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Figure 5: The axial activity distribution in the pipe for three different distance between the neutron source and

the pipe wall. A distance of I cm was used in the experiments in this work.

A possible solution to this problem is to use a collimator around the neutron target. Monte Carlo cal-
culations have been made in this thesis to investigate how a collimator (slit width 3 cm, thickness IO
cm) affects the axial distribution of activity. In Figure 6 the effect on the axial distribution of four
different collimator materials at three different distances are compared with an uncollimated neutron
source. At I cm from the pipe, the effect of the collimator is negligible. At 3 cm the relative amount
of activity in front of the neutron source has increased somewhat while this effect can be seen
clearly at IO cm distance. From Figure 6 it can be seen that tungsten is the best collimator but from a
cost-effective point of view iron would be preferred.
Thus, for a collimator to have a significant effect a large distance would be required but this will
lead to lower activity in the pipe. In Figure the axial distribution for different distances from an
uncollimated source was shown. In Figure 7 the axial distribution for an iron collimator is compared
to the distribution without a collimator. Increasing the distance from I to 10 cm would decrease the
activity approximately ten times.

The effect of a collimator on the time-resolved signal has been investigated experimentally in [ 3]
where a paraffin collimator of cm length and 3 cm slit width was used. It was found that he colli-
mator worsened the time-resolved signal (increased the FWHM and decreased the amplitude). The
recommended set-up was to place the target as close to the pipe as possible without any collimator,
which is the set-up used in the continuation of this work.
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Figure 6 The axial activity distribution with and without collimator for three different distances (1 3
and 10 cm) between the neutron emitter and the pipe wall. The effect of four different
collimator materials are shown.
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5. Part H: Transport

Using ZL short pipe-target distance leads to another difficulty: the radial activity distribution in the
pipe becomes highly inhomogeneous. This results in high activity in the water close to the target and
a decrease both axially and radially. Since there is a velocity profile in the pipe, the average velocity
of the inhomogeneous activity distribution will differ from the average velocity of the water in the
pipe.

One of the main problems with PNA is the transport of activity in the pipe. In contrast to the activa-
tion and detection, there is little control over this part. As it is difficult to control, it is important to
understand or model the processes that lie behind the transport and mixing of radioactivity. Below
follows some basics in fluid dynamics, with the emphasis on pipe flow 29 3 

5. 1 Bsic Flow Theory

In the science field of fluid dynamics, liquids and gases in motion are studied and the term fluid
denotes a liquid or a gas. The Reynolds number (Re) is an important, dimensionless parameter used
to define the flow pattern. For pipe flow, it is defined by

Re = pud (1)

where p is the density of the fluid, u is the average velocity of the fluid, d is the pipe diameter and
is the dynamic viscosity.

Fluid flow can be divided into mainly two groups, larninar and turbulent flow. For low flow veloci-
ties, the flow is called larninar. This is characterised by a predictable motion of the water. For a fixed
point in the pipe, the speed of the water is time-independent. The water also travels along well-
defined paths and each fluid element starting at the same point follows the same path. If the velocity
of the water is increased, the flow will at some velocity begin to develop a random character with
rapid, irregular fluctuations in time and space. Elements starting at the same position in the pipe will
follow ifferent paths, since the irregularities are changing all the time. This latter flow is called tur-
bulent.

In many textbooks, the transition from laminar to turbulent flow is set to Re=2300. However, the
transition process is extremely sensitive to small disturbances in the incoming fluid and also to the
geometry of the pipe entry. Transition has been observed to start at values of the Reynolds number
ranging from 2 103 to 105 [3 1 ]. The colour experiments described in Article I showed that the flow
is indeed turbulent for the velocity range used in the experiments. The PNA flowmeter is supposed
to work best for turbulent flow because of the improved mixing resulting in a more homogeneous
radial distribution of the activity. Reynolds numbers in the range of 103 to 104 have been used in this
work.

In turbulent flow, the instantaneous magnitude and direction of velocity is the vector sum of a steady
and a fluctuating component. Both the magnitude and direction of the fluctuating component varies
in a random manner with time. These variations are due to circulation of the fluid in eddies. The
eddies can be used to identify two principal characteristics of turbulence, the scale and the intensity.
The scale is a measure of the mean size of the eddies or the distance between centres of successive
eddies, and the intensity is a function of the circulation velocity within the eddies.

I I



Both the scale and intensity of turbulence is related to the dimensions of the pipe and both increase
as the distance from the pipe wall increases. For the scale of turbulence the largest eddies have
approximately the same dimensions as the pipe and their size decreases closer to the wall.

5.2. Velocity profile, boundary layer and fluid mixing

As the water enters the pipe from the CFLC, the water is flowing with a flat velocity profile, i.e. the
velocity of the water is independent of the distance from the pipe wall. However, the water close to
the pipe wall is retarded and subsequently the water in the middle of the pipe must accelerate to
maintain the mass flow. In this way a velocity profile will develop with the highest velocity in the
middle of the pipe and lowest at the edges. This will go on until the flow is fully developed, that is
when the shape of the velocity profile no longer changes. The velocity profile in a pipe differs for
laminar and turbulent flow (Figure 8). It can be seen that the turbulent flow profile is much flatter.

fbW

1.4
E

1.0

0.8

> 0.6

0.4

0,2

SA
-1.00 .0.80 -0.60 -0,40 -0.20 10.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

POSHM

Figure 8: The velocity profiles in larninar and turbulent flow.

The concept of a boundary layer is important in many aspects of fluid flow and it might also be
important in PNA. It can easiest be understood by considering fluid flow over a plate (Figure 9 At
a large distance from the plate, the influence of the plate is negligible and the velocity is constant
(free-stream velocity). Moving closer to the plate, the velocity decreases due to the viscous forces of
the fluid until it becomes zero at the surface. Thus, the velocity of the fluid depends on the distance
from the plate (velocity profile). The boundary layer is defined as the region closest to the plate
where the velocity is less than a certain fraction of the free-stream velocity, for example 99% As
there is no distance where the plate has no effect the thickness of the boundary layer can be chosen
arbitrarily.

The mixing of activity and water is an essential part of PNA. The mixing is done by two forces,
molecular diffusion and by transfer through eddy currents. The boundary layers can be divided into
three layers depending on which force that dominates the mixing. The three layers are called the
sub-laminar layer, the buffer layer and the turbulent boundary layer (Figure 9. In the sub-laminar
layer close to the pipe wall, the only motions in right angle to the surface are due to molecular diffu-
sion. In the intermediate buffer layer, molecular diffusion and eddy motion are of comparable mag-
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nitude -while in the turbulent boundary layer, most distant from the wall, the eddy motion is large
compared to molecular diffusion.

UO

--------------- --- ---

------- ------ 1_&
F7777

Figure 9 Fluid flow over a plate. Indicating the thickness of the sub-larninar (8b and the turbulent
boundary layers (8 ). The thickness of the buffer layer (not shown) is between two other layers.

In a pipe, the thickness of the laminar sub-layer (8b) can be defined by 29]

(12 Re -7/8 (2)
d

where d is the diameter of the pipe and Re is Reynolds number. In the experiments in this work, the
Reynolds number was typically 8000 at a water velocity of cm/s. For a pipe diameter of 10.36 cm,
the thickness of the laminar sub-layer becomes 025 cm or almost % of the radius, containing
approximately 9 of the water. Monte Carlo calculations have shown that during activation approx-
imately 16% of the activity is induced in the sub-laminar layer (Figure 12). Since the mixing in this
layer is only done by molecular diffusion, the mixing is slow compared to the turbulent region of the
pipe, where the mixing is done through eddy motion. However, the sub-larninar layer is not a com-
pletely discrete region as it has been shown that from time to time eddies penetrate into the sub-larn-
inar layer 291.

5.3. Taylor theory

A theoretical description of the dispersion of a substance for both larninar and turbulent fluid flow in
a pipe as been made by Taylor 21,22]. In his calculations, it was assumed that the substance distri-
bution is symmetrical around the pipe axis and that the substance initially is concentrated in an infi-
nitely tin plane perpendicular to the pipe axis. An expression was derived that describes how the
concentration at a certain distance downstream varies with time.

- 2
C(Z� t) A - exp (z - ut) (3)

7 _K t 4K I

This expression is valid for large distances, more than 50 pipe diameters, from the starting point.
Qzt i the mean concentration of activity at axial position z and at time t, is the mean velocity of
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the water and K is the virtual coefficient of diffusion. The value of K depends on whether the flow is
laminar or turbulent. A is the initial number of particles per unit area.
The shape of the distribution for some different values of z is shown in Figure 10. There are two
main features in the curve. One is that the amplitude of the curve decreases as the distribution
becomes more and more elongated at large z. Another feature is that the distribution is asymmetric
around the maximum, which means that there is a "main group" of particles followed by a long thin
tail. Both these phenomena have been seen in the PNA measurements, indicating that Eq. 3) is at
least a valid first order approximation. The radioactive decay is not included in the curves in Figure
10.
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Figure 10: Taylor distribution for different values of z.

(u=10, K=10, A1).

5.4. Simulation using colour (Article )

In Article I colour was used to investigate the effect of inhomogeneous activity distribution. The aim
of the study was to find out if the inhomogeneous activity distribution must be incorporated in the
extraction of flow velocity from the measurement data in PNA.

Colour, which should simulate activity, was injected with a thin injection needle close to the edge of
a transparent Plexiglas pipe. The needle was connected with a thin plastic tube to a bottle containing
black colour approximately four metres above the pipe (Figure I ). The colour was injected with a
slow and steady velocity to minimise disturbance of the flow. The average velocity of the water in
the experiment was 10.3 cm/s.

In the colour experiments the transport and mixing of the activity initially close to the pipe wall is
simulated. This is a good approximation of the initial activity distribution as Monte Carlo calcula-
tions show (Figure 12). The radial distribution of the activity induced by a neutron source was calcu-
lated and it was found that almost 50% of the activity is initially within I cm from the pipe wall.
Similar results have been found in 17, 19) where the activity distribution in a cross section of the
pipe was calculated.
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Figure I : Experimental set-up for injection of colour into the pipe.
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Figure 12: The pipe was divided into 13 concentric volume elements of equal size extending 20 cm from the

activation point (left). The total amount of activity in each volume was calculated with a Monte Carlo

code (right).

5.4. 1. Experiment and data analysis

To obtain information about the colour distribution in the pipe, the flow was recorded with a digital
video camera at three different distances from the injection point (50, 1 1 0 and 139 cm). A picture
with representative colour distribution was chosen and analysed at each distance. The radial distri-
bution of the colour was determined by moving a rectangular region across the picture (Figure 13).
The average luminosity in the region was given by an image-processing program. The rectangular

region was chosen to be large so as to avoid local fluctuations in the distribution A picture at the
same position but without colour was analysed in the same way so that the influence of the back-

ground could be eliminated.

The pipe was not filmed at the injection point, but the distribution could be calculated here by con-

sidering the attenuation of neutrons in water and the inverse-square law. Thus, the radial distribution

at four ifferent positions was deten-nined. The distributions (Figure 14) were used to determine the
colour istribution in the pipe (Figure 15).
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x

Figure 13: The method for determining the radial colour distribution in the pipe. The rectangular region was
moved across the pipe. The picture was taken at 50 cm from the injection point; the water velocity was
10.3 cm/s.
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Figure 14: Radial distribution of colour
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Figure 15: 7e concentration of colour in different part of the pipe. Note that the scales on the axes are
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In order to determine the effect of the radial distribution on the velocity of the colour, the radial dis-
tribution has to be combined with a velocity profile in the pipe. The velocity profile was assumed to

be of the following shape 29]:

u(r = uO I r]1/7 (4)

1 R

where u(r) is the velocity at a radial distance r from the centre of the pipe, uO is the velocity in the

middle of the pipe and R is the pipe radius. Both the average and instantaneous velocity of the col-

our can be calculated in this way (Figure 16). The average velocity is averaged between the injection

point and the position of the video camera, while the instantaneous velocity is the velocity at the
point directly in front of the video camera.

It can be seen from Figure 16 that with this model, the velocity of colour injected close to the pipe

wall is initially approximately 10% lower than the average velocity of the water and increasing
slowly further downstream in the pipe. As expected, the instantaneous velocity of colour is always

higher than the average velocity which means that a better estimate of the water velocity can be

made if the velocity between two detectors is used instead of determining the velocity between the

activation point and the first detector.
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Figure 16: The mean and instantaneous velocity of colour injected close to the pipe wall. The velocity
deten-nined with PNA is also shown.

5.4.2. Conclusions of Article I

It has been shown that the inhomogeneous activity distribution must be considered if the precision
of the PNA measurements should be improved to accuracies better than a few percent. In fact, these
measurements shows the need for including a simulation of the activity transport in the PNA
method. Also, using two detectors and determining the transport time between them will give a bet-
ter estimate of the velocity than if the transport time between the activation point and the detection
point is used.
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6. Part II/: Detection

Due to the high energy of the photons from 16N 6.1 WV), the measurements demand a detector
with high efficiency. Two cylindrical 5.08*5.08 cm (height*diameter) BGO scintillation detectors

(Teledyne Brown Engineering, USA) were used. Its high density 7.3 g/cm3) and a high atomic

number 83) results in the highest probability for the photoelectric effect per m3 of any commer-
cially available scintillator 32]. On the other hand, due to its low light yield the resolution it not
very high. In this application the importance of efficiency is much higher than that of energy resolu-
tion.

A collimator covering the whole length of the detector was used. Its purpose was to minimise radia-

tion coming from 16N in the pipe upstream and downstream of the detector position. This is impor:
tant, since the purpose of the measurement is to determine the time it takes for the activity to go
from the neutron target to the detector. If activity coming from other positions in the pipe were
included in the measurement, the extraction of an average time would be much complicated. Natu-
rally, the collimator also reduces radiation from other sources.

The collimator consists of a cylindrical collimator 2.3 cm of lead and 03 cm of aluminium). This
collimator stops approximately 70% of the 6 MeV photons coming in perpendicular to the collima-
tor. This set-up was used in Aticle 1. The set-up was improved in Article II where additional lead
blocks of 2 cm thickness were put on each side of the detector, increasing the attenuation to approx-
imately 90%.

The detectors could be used for two different measurements: time measurements and energy meas-
urements (Figure 17 and Figure 18). In both cases each detector was connected to a linear amplifier
(575A,'EG&G Ortec, USA). In the time measurements the signal from the amplifier was connected
to a MCS unit (EG&G Ortec, USA) and to a PC. In the energy measurements, the signal was con-
nected to a MCA 926, EG&G Ortec, USA) and then to a PC.

In the time measurement set-up, the temporal variation of the signal in an energy interval was stud-
ied. The energy interval used in this work was 4- 1 0 MeV. The level of the lower threshold is the
most critical. It is a trade-off between including as much of the signal as possible and as little of the
background as possible. The level chosen 4 MeV) is in accord with 20], where different lower lev-
els were investigated and a level of 45 MeV was recommended. The upper threshold is not so criti-
cal as the background is very low and there are no peaks in that region.

To determine the average transport time of the activity correctly, it is important that both detectors
start measuring at a well defined time, in our case the time of the neutron pulse. This is done by a
trigger signal that is sent from one of the MCS units to the neutron generator and the other MCS unit
simultaneously.
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Figure 17: Detector set-up for time measurement.
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Figure 18: Detector set-up for energy measurement.
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7. Part IV: Evaluation

The transport of the activity in the pipe will produce a time-dependent signal in a detector placed
close to the pipe (Figure 19). This time spectrum can now be used to calculate an average transport
time of the activity.
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Figure 19: A typical time spectrum from a PNA experiment. The error bars include only
counting statistics (I SD).

7. 1. Peak value

The simplest but far from best method is to use the difference between the peak values of the time
distributions of two detectors at different distances. This was tried in a feasibility study 12] as a
rough estimate of the time. The reproducibility was good but the flow velocity was shown to be
much too low. One reason is probably the asymmetric behaviour of the time distribution.

7.2. Averaging methods

A method that is quite obvious is to take the mean value of the time distribution in order to deter-
mine the average transport time of the particles. Different averaging methods have been used for this

purpose, e.g. <1/t>, <1/t2>, <t> (Table 2.

There have been some investigations about which one of these that is appropriate to use for determi-

nation of the average transport time. The <I/t2 > averaging has been recommended for turbulent flow

in 34] hile the authors in 9] recommend the </t> equation for turbulent flow and the </t 2>

equation for laminar flow. Some experimental comparisons between the equations have been made.
Ref. 17] has found the <I /t> equation to give a better estimate of the mean velocity than the <t>
equation, i.e. a value closer to the flow determined with a reference flowmeter. Ref. 41 found that

the </t:> equation gives better results than the </t2> equation for shorter distances between the
neutron source and the detector, while for larger distances the two were found to be equal.
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Table 2 Some different time averaging methods. C is the number of pulses in time channel i,

X is the decay constant and is time.

Equation

IV C e N e N

I I2 Ce"'iti
ti 1_1 t'

t Ali t c e"" Ali
C e ) i YCe

Y
i=1 ti

Suggested in 191 [9, 34] [17]

One major disadvantage with all averaging methods is that they at best measure the average trans-

port time of the activity. This is not necessarily the same as the mean velocity of the water, as has
been shown in Article .

Another problem with the averaging methods is illustrated in Figure 20. where the time spectrum
has been corrected for background and radioactive decay. After the activity has passed the detector

there will be a tail with a decreasing amount of activity, which in the time spectrum will appear as a

decreasing signal until a constant background level is reached (Figure 19). The diverging behaviour

of Figure 20 originates from multiplying the small background fluctuations with an increasing expo-
neritial. The diverging end of the spectrum does not have any physical meaning and it should there-

fore not be included in the time averaging. The corrected time spectra must subsequently be

truncated at some cut-off time. One reasonable way is to use only those channels in the time spec-

trum where the number of counts is above the detection level. In this way, different measurement
times will lead to different cut-off times and subsequently to different results in the time averaging.

In consequence, the results of the time averaging methods depend on the measurement time.
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Fiaure 20: The time spectrum after correction for background and radioactive decay. The error bars include
only counting statistics (I SD).
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7.3. Cross-correlation

One method that has not yet been used in PNA is cross-correlation. It is worth mentioning here as it
has been used in a similar measurement method, namely when activity is naturally present in the
pipe. This is the case for the coolant in the primary loop of a nuclear power plant. The oxygen in the

water i activated to 16 N in the core of the reactor and due to the turbulent conditions the distribution
in the pipe is not homogeneous. The high intensity of the radiation makes it possible to measure
small activity fluctuations.

By using two detectors at different positions on the outside of the pipe, the time it takes for the activ-
ity to travel between them can be determined through cross correlation 39, 40]. The accuracy of this
method is 1 for steady flows and 2 for fluctuating flows 1].

As mentioned above, the velocity of the activity is in PNA different from the velocity of the water.
This is also the case in this type of measurement. There is an important difference in the two cases,
as the turbulent conditions will change the distribution of the activity all the time. The time average
of the velocity of the activity will then be the be same as that of the water.

Time

V

Time

Figure 21: The principle of cross-correlation.

7.4 Avanced methods: simulation

To account for the discrepancy between the velocity of the activity and the mean velocity of the
water i PNA, more advanced methods are needed. One method that has been investigated is to sim-
ulate the three steps in the PNA measurement (activation, transport and detection) separately 9 1.
In [I 1 ] the activation of the water in the pipe was modelled by calculating the attenuation of the
uncollided neutron flux in the water in the pipe and the inverse-square law, while 9] used Monte
Carlo smulations of this step. The same methods were used when the detection of the emitted pho-
tons were calculated. In both 9] and [I I] the transport of the activity in the pipe was calculated
through numerical solution of a diffusion equation.
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To determine the mean velocity of the water from a PNA experiment, the experimentally determined
time spectrum must be compared to a simulated one. This comparison was done by using neural net-
works in [ 1 11, while an iterative fitting process was used in 23]. In [1 1] there were no direct com-
parisons between experimental and simulated data, thus it is hard to determine the accuracy of the
method, although the idea is worth exploring further. In 9] and 23] the same experimental data
were used for evaluation of the model. Both models gave the same result but the model developed in
(23] was reported to be faster. Still, it is difficult to determine the accuracy of the method since the
reference velocity was not known. Thus, none of the models has convincingly shown that they can
predict the mean velocity of the water.

7.4. 1. Subtraction of background (Article II)

It has been known for a long time that there is often a time-dependent background distribution in a
PNA experiment that does not originate from oxygen moving in the water. The shape of the peak in
the time spectrum will differ if background subtraction is done or not. In Article R the background is
defined as radiation from stationary sources. The aim of Article II is to separate the detector signal
originating from moving water and stationary sources.

Despite the importance of the background, there has not been an appropriate method to correct for
the background. Different methods have been used: the linear subtraction method 9, 11, 13, 17, 20,
33], where a straight line has been drawn from the left to the right side of the peak; the simple expo-
nential subtraction [ 1 3,14], where an exponential was fitted to the data at the sides of the peak; the
double exponential subtraction method 4], where two exponentials were fitted.

7.4.2. Energy and time measurements

A detector was placed 139 cm downstream from the activation point. The detector was used to
measure the energy of the incoming photons (Figure 22). It can be seen that the only detected radio-

nuclide present is 16N. From this it can be concluded that there are no other radiation sources con-
tributing to either the signal or the background. Thus, it seems that the background in the time

spectrum is due to stationary 16N.
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Figure 22: Energy spectrum measured at the water pipe, 139 cm from the neutron target.

A time spectrum was also measured with one detector upstream and one at an equal distance down-

stream (Figure 23). In the upstream detector, the signal coming from the surroundings was measured

while i the downstream detector the combined signal from the surroundings and the pipe was meas-

ured. The result can be seen in Figure 24. The decay constant (X) of the signal could be determined

from the upstream detector, giving the result 00966±0.0028 s-1. There is no significant deviation

from the tabulated 16 N decay constant of 00972 s-1 27], confirming that the background mainly

consists of 16N. There is also a constant background component which can be seen when the activ-

ity in the water has passed the detector. In Figure 24 this is seen after approximately 50 s.
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Figure 23: Detector set-up for background measurements.
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Figure 24: Measured time spectra in an upstream and a downstream detector. No treatment of data has been

made. The error bars include only counting statistics (I SD).

7.4.3. Back2round correction

Now, as the origin of the background has been determined, the next question is how it should be cor-
rected for. It is desired to develop a method so that the background could be subtracted in an easy

and reproducible way, using only one detector. Therefore, an expression of the following shape was

searched for:

Signal Signal + Signal 16 Signal 16 (5)
Measured Constant level Stationary N Moving N

Previous attempts have been made to fit a curve to the measured time distribution. However, the fit-

ting has been complicated by the fact that the shape of the background has not been known. Now, as

the background has been determined, the prospects of success are greater.

The Taylor distribution that was discussed earlier was found to be an inadequate fit. Partially, the
reason for this is that the basic assumption that the initial distribution is homogeneously distributed
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in a thin slab is not fulfilled. As it is the equation that so far has been the best fit, the idea of using a
sum of several Taylor distributions seems a natural consequence. The following equation was tried
and found to fit all the measured time distributions:

i - 2
-Xt + _Xt Am (ZM Umt)

C I (t = yo + AO e e . � � . ex, 4KMt (6)
Ji Km t

To fit te experimental data a value of i=3 or 4 was used. The origin of the background as well as a
suitable background subtraction model thus has been found. No effort has been made to identify the
physical source of the background as this is of less importance at this stage.

8. Concluding remarks

One thing that can be learned from the colour experiments in Aticle I is that it clearly shows that the
velocity of the activity/colour differs from the velocity of the water. As it is the activity that is the
measured quantity and it is the velocity of the water that is the desired observable, there is obviously
a need or determining the relation between the two. However, the experiments also showed that the
velocity of the activity/colour changes with the distance from the injection point, making this rela-
tion difficult to find. In addition, finding the velocity of the activity is also not a trivial question as
there is no way to determine the actual velocity of the activity. For future work in this area computer
simulations of the activity transport are suggested.

However, even if computer simulations are used the simulated results must be compared to experi-
mental data. In the present situation the experimental data contain also a background which must be
subtracted. If the background is subtracted eroneously, too little or too much of the actual signal
will be subtracted. A comparison between the simulated and eroneously experimental results will
obviously give erroneous results. Therefore, the method of subtracting the background that was
developed in Article II is important.
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11. Appendix: Other flowmeters

Many types of flowmeters are available. Their area of application differs vastly and it is therefore
unlikely that one single flowmeter will be found that it suitable in all cases. The following is an
attempt to describe some of the types of flowmeters available and thereby put the PNA flowmeter in
a larger context. The emphasis is placed on flowmeters that the PNA flowmeter might compete with.

The PNA flowmeter has a few characteristic features: it is non-intrusive, obstructionfree and does
not need any permanent installation. Another flowineter, the ultrasonic flowmeter has similar fea-
tures. Fowmeters using tracers are intrusive but have many other similarities with PNA A more
extensive description of these meters follows below. A description of two of the most used types of
flowmeters, the orifice plate and the Venturi tube, is also included.

Some market information on flowmeters is compiled in Table 3 [I]. It can be seen, that the hydrocar-
bon industry is the single largest user of flowmeters 40%). Also interesting to note is that flowme-
ters are more used to measure liquid flow 63%) than gas flow 32%). The water industry uses 18%
of the flowmeters.

The same survey gives the use of different types of flowmeters in the industry [Table 4. The most
used flowmeter is the orifice plate and the variable area flowmeters has also a large use. Interesting
is also hat ultrasonic meters, that PNA is a possible competitor to, has only a negligible use. Some
trends ere noted in [ 1 ]: that the positive displacement flowmeters; was in decline while vortex,
mass ad electromagnetic meters were increasing their market share. It was also found that most
meters were used for continuous measurement 83%).
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Table 3 Flowmeters in use in different industries, in a
survey from 1986. From 11

Fluid Industry type Share of flowmeters (%)
Liquids Water 18

Hydrocarbon 28
Other chemicals 14
Food 3
Other Negligible
Total 63

Gases Air 5
Steam 12
Hydrocarbons 12
Others chemicals 2
Other I
Total 32

MixtureslTotal 1 5

Table 4 Types of flowmeters used in the industry,
in a survey from 1986. From [I].

Flowmeter Share of use

Orifice plates 56%
Other differential pressure meters 3%
Variable area 19%
Positive displacement 9%
Turbine 7%
Electromagnetic 4%
Vortex 1%
Mass 1%
Ultrasonic -Ne-g I i g - I e
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IL 1. Ultrasonic flowmeters
[1, 35, 36]

These flowmeters share many of the characteristics of the PNA meter as it is non-intrusive, obstruc-
tionfree and does not need any permanent installation. It is suitable for measuring water flow in
pipes.

The main constituent in an ultrasonic transducer is the piezoelectric crystal. A piezoelectric crystal
is a crystal that creates a mechanical force when a voltage is applied to it. Conversely, an electrical
signal is produced when a mechanical force is applied. In most ultrasonic flowmeters, two transduc-
ers are used. The transducers can either be non-intrusive, where the ultrasound signal is sent through
the pip, wall, or intrusive and be in contact with the fluid through a hole in the pipe wall.

There are three types of ultrasonic flow meters: transition flow meters, cross-correlation flowmeters
and Doppler flowmeters.

I 1. 1. 1. Transition flowmeter

This is the most accurate of the three meters, with an accuracy ranging from a fraction of per cent to
5% [1].

The principle of the transition flow meter is shown in Figure 25. Two ultrasonic transducers are used
in this measurement set-up, one upstream (A) and one downstream (B). The time it takes for the sig-
nal to go from one transducer to the other is measured. Thus, one important feature is that they must
be able to measure very short time intervals, in the order of nanoseconds. The signal going against
the flow (from A to B) will take longer time than the signal going in the flow direction (B-A). Tak-
ing the angle between the transducers into account the velocity of the fluid can be determined. An
alternative approach is to place the transducers on the same side and use the reflection of the beam at
the pipe wall.

Transducer 

Transducer A

Figure 25: The principle of a transition flow meter.
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11.1.2. Cross-correlation flowmeter

This type of flowmeter has an accuracy in the order of a few percent [1]. It uses the presence of
some measurable disturbance in the flow, which could be present in e.g. multiphase flow. If there is
no disturbance, a bluff body could be used to create one. Two transducers are emitting signals across
the pipe with some distance apart (Figure 26). The transport time of the flow between the transduc-
ers is determined with cross correlation (Section 73.) A disadvantage with this flowmeter is that it
is more expensive than both transition flowmeters and Doppler flowmeters.

Transmitter I Transmitter 1

I F I 
L__j

Receiver I Receiver H

Figure 26: The principle of a cross-correlation ultrasonic flowmeter.

J . 1. 3. Doppler flow meter

This type of flowmeter requires something in the flow capable of reflecting the ultrasound signal
(Figure 27). This could be a suspended solid or bubbles. Due to the Doppler effect, the frequency of
the signal will change as it is reflected. The frequency shift will be proportional to the velocity of the
solids. As it is the velocity of the suspended solids or bubbles that is measured, the relationship
between this and the velocity of the flow must be determined. This depends on the velocity and posi-
tion of the reflecting surface and also on its properties.

According to 351 the accuracy can be within 5% for a factory calibration and less than 1 for an
on-site calibration. According to [I] the uncertainty is unlikely to be within 2. Ranges are from 03
to 6 m/s [I]. This meter can only measure liquid flow and it cannot be used for multiphase flow.

CAP.-

Transducer

Figure 27: The principle of a Doppler flow meter.
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11.2. Tracer methods

[1, 3741]

These are methods with many similarities to PNA. The basic idea is that a substance in a fluid flow
can be used to determine properties of the flow (Figure 28). The substance, or tracer, can either exist
naturally in the pipe or be introduced through the pipe wall. Using tracer methods, accuracies down
to 1% re achievable 1,38]

The tracer should not disturb the flow and have similar chemical and physical properties as the fluid.

For example, part of a molecule could be exchanged for a radioactive isotope. 24 Na2CO3 and

NH4 82 Br are two common reactor produced tracers used in aqueous solutions 381. The tracer does

not have to be a radioactive substance but could also be a chemical solution but then the tracer
would ave to be detected chemically.

There are two ways of injecting the tracer, continuously or pulsed. An advantage compared to PNA
is that the measurement of the tracer can be done so far downstream that the tracer is completely
mixed ith the flow. This means that the concentration of the tracer is equal across the cross-section
of the pipe.

A co
Q0 Cmeas

Q 

Figure 28: The principle of using a tracer for determination of the water flow.

12. 1. Transit-time measurement

The principle of transit-time measurement is the same as used in PNA A pulse of a tracer is injected

into the pipe flow. Two detectors placed downstream are used and the time it takes for the pulse to
travel between them is determined. As only the time difference is used the amount of tracer in each
pulse is not important. What is important is that the distance between the injection point and the first
detector is so long that the tracer is completely mixed with the fluid. This is an advantage compared
to PNA as it assures that the velocity of the tracer is the same as that of the water. In PNA this is not

possible due to the short half-life of 16 N. The mixing distance could be shortened by injecting the

tracer on one side of a mixer (e.g. a process pump) and have the detectors on the other side. Simi-

larly to PNA, the flow rate can be determined by the average transport time between the detectors.
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11.2.2. Instantaneous injection method

Using the instantaneous in ection method a pulse with a known amount of tracer (A) is injected into
the pipe. The concentration C(t) of the tracer is measured with a detector on the outside of the pipe
and Q is the mass flow. The following equation is then valid:

A = Q fC(t)dt (7)

0

The net number of counts in the detector (N) will be proportional to the concentration of the tracer:

N = FfC(t) (8)

0

Combining Eq. 7) and Eq. (8) the mass flow can now easily be calculated:

Q AF (9)
N

Thus it can be seen that the mass flow can be determined if the calibration factor F is known. The
value of F depends on the geometry of the pipe, the measurement set-up and the radioisotope used.
The calibration factor must be determined experimentally with a similar set-up.

11.2.3. Continuous injection method

In the continuous injection method a tracer is injected continuously into the pipe. Downstream from
the injection point a sample of the fluid is extracted from the flow and measured with a detector. The
advantage of this method over the instantaneous injection method is that there is no need for a cali-
bration factor. However, the measurement is done separately from the flow which makes the method
slow. The accuracy of the continuous injection method is approximately 1 1].
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11.3. Differential pressure flowmeters

[1, 29, 35]

This type of flowmeter was used already in the ancient Rome to measure the water to the house-
holds. Since its history is long many different types of flowmeters has developed and there is a large
experience in the area of orifice plates. Two of the most common types, the orifice plate and the
Venturi meter, will be presented here.

11.3. 1. Orifice plate

The orifice plate is the most common type of flowmeter used today (Table 1). The orifice plate
meter cnsists of a metal plate with an opening inserted between existing flanges in the pipe (Figure
29). The opening can have different shapes but the concentric hole seems to be the most used.

Figure 29: The orifice plate.

All the fluid must pass through the orifice but with an increased velocity. The increased velocity
causes a reduced pressure. The pressure difference measured in the tappings upstream and down-
stream of the orifice is proportional to the velocity of the fluid. The pressure can be measured in
many different ways, by manometer, Bourdon tube or a pressure transducer. The principles of these
is beyond the scope of this work.

The accuracy of the orifice depends on several factors, e.g. which flow that is to be measured, pipe
diameter and which type of orifice that is chosen. Accuracies lower than I can be achieved for liq-
uid flows while the uncertainty is larger for gas flows. It can be said of both orifice plates and Ven-
turi tubes that they can be accurate over long periods of time due to the fact thatthey contain no
moving parts or mechanical features. However, the calibration is sensitive to change in the velocity
profile that enters the orifice. This could be affected by for example rusting in the pipe. Other factors
that change the accuracy are deposits on the plate, in the pipe and in the pressure tappings.

Orifice plates can be used for both gas and liquid flow with almost any single-phase Newtonian
fluid flow. Some applications of orifice plates are flows of natural gas, water, sewage and oil prod-
ucts.
An advantage is that the orifice plate is easy to install and also easy to change, thus more flexible
than a Venturi which requires permanent installation. One serious disadvantage of orifice plates over
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Venturi tubes is that the pressure loss is hi-her than in a Venturi tube and it is also not recoverable.
Using an orifice continuously over long periods of time could result in large energy losses.

11.3.2. Venturi tube

The principle behind the Venturi tube is the same as the orifice plate although its design is different
(Figure 30). The Venturi tube consists of a specially designed throat, where one pressure tap is
placed upstream from the throat and one is in the middle of the throat. The shape of the throat is
designed so that the pressure loss is much less than in an orifice. This can be achieved by gradually
accelerating and retarding the fluid, instead of the abrupt change in orifice plates. Venturi tubes are
suitable to use where a low pressure loss is required, e.g. low-pressure gas lines and water mains.
They can also be used when the fluid is very viscous or when the Reynolds number is low. One
advantage of Venturi tubes is that they can be used when the fluid contains some material in suspen-
sion. The installation of the Venturi meter is permanent and more difficult than for an orifice plate.
The Venturi is also more expensive than the orifice plate. The accuracy of a Venturi tube is within
0.5%.

Pi
P2

IW_
Di

2

Figure 30: The principle of a Venturi tube.
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